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Kirby and meta knight fanfiction

A bunch of headcanons or worldbuilding bits that revolve around the Kirby video game series and anime Hoshi no Kaabi. There are many mentions of my original characters, but hopefully it still makes sense. Part 3 of Kirby and Friends Language: English Words: 568 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 4 Hits: 71 In early winter, a strange shooting star crosses the
Dreamland sky - and a new star warrior appears. This is an OC-centric story, and it goes on with a comic series that I did before a *weile*, so it's older writing and art. I will post the link to the comic series in the closing notes. Part 2 of Kirby and Friends Language: English Words: 3,322 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 2 Hits: 36 Kirby wakes up in a world covered by
eternal darkness and where it's risky to be outside. The Shadow awakens in a world of light ruled by a tyrannical king who has monsters to terrorize the city. Hoshi wakes up in a world where the hero never defeated the second villain and therefore didn't want to try in the end. At the same time, in a world where the hero has defeated every enemy he has
faced, he awakens. Now it's time for them to find how they can return to their own worlds Language: English Words: 6,580 Chapters: 3/? Kudos: 32 Bookmarks: 3 Hits: 339 On the one hand, this is the story of a pink puff and his friends befriending a stranger who fell from the sky. On the other hand, this is the story of a young man and his robot in a world that
is completely unknown to them. Language: English Words: 129,100 Chapters: 24/24 Kudos: 27 Bookmarks: 5 Hits: 711 Here you can read some fluff and fear about Cookie Run: Ovenbreak, Dust: An Elysian Tail, Mo Dao Zu Shi/The Untamed, Kirby (the anime) and Fullmetal Alchemist: Brotherhood. These are drabbles that I had stored in my documents and
decided to share because why not. IMPORTANT: I'm not going to write ships that would contain paedophilia, rape, etc. Just no. Uhh characters may seem OOC, but it's the way I see them (plus adding my own mental problems and headcanons to the mix :D). I usually do M/M. That's all fluff, I can and will never write smut. Part 3 of Drabbles (EN/ES) Part 1 of
Cookie Stories Language: English Words: 2,151 Chapter: 3/? Kudos: 29 Bookmarks: 4 Hits: 926 A collection of a shot of you really made! From Headcanons, Au's, Fear and even the typical Fanfics that most other ships have! Because these guys deserve it! Language: English Words: 11,413 Chapters: 4/? Kudos: 4 Bookmarks: 4 Hits: 445 My take on the
World of Light story from Super Smash Bros. Ultimate. our favorite boy, Kirby, how to save all those who have fallen victim to the light. (A lot of creative freedom taken here) Language: English Words: 14,406 Chapters: 5/? Kudos: 30 Bookmarks: 3 Hits: 551 After the war against the Jambastion Magician, Kirby finally comes home for a nice and long break...
Or so he thought. The next day, a strange spaceship crashes into Whispy Woods Woods Lian, owner of the damaged ship, is only a precursor to the impending problems. Entangled with the unexpected, Kirby must find a way out! Language: English Words: 1,121 Chapters: 1/? Kudos: 8 Hits: 187 After the tragic death of Sir Galacta Knight of Dreamland,
Galacta's child Kirby Was left to Sir Meta Knight and King Dedede. (This is a collection of one-shots by Meta and Dedede who have no idea how to care for children and Kirby is the most perfect and valid baby ever.) Language: English Words: 17.240 Chapters: 26/? Kudos: 407 Bookmarks: 17 results: 5727 Kirby. The windows are broken. Yes? And it's good
ventilation. Your fridge is empty. Dee brings food every day! You are 11 and live alone. Kirby could really only shrug. Meta Knight sighed. Pack your bags. They move to Brighton. [Or, in the Kirby Dreamy Gear universe, Kirby is a pilot in Breezeburg, living alone in an abandoned building, and Meta Knight is a nobleman in Brighton who leads an extravagant
life.] Language: English Words: 7.607 Chapters: 3/3 Kudos: 77 Bookmarks: 5 Hits: 661 It's Father's Day in Dreamland, and everyone is excited, and after learning what Father's Day is from Tiff, he sets out to find the perfect gift for his mentor and father figure. But between finding the perfect gift and letting go of Dedede yet another monster, will this Father's
Day really be something to remember by in a good way, or in the worst possible outcome? Language: English Words: 3,039 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 51 Bookmarks: 3 Hits: 497 Kirby makes a necklace for Meta Knight, but can't seem to tie the knot... Language: English Words: 474 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 98 Hits: 491 Although you can try everything – choking,
cutting, simmering, stabbing, even shooting into space – you can never really kill hope. Hope always moves forward, and in the end it will create a miracle that will shine brightly forever. (Or Kaede and the crew get a second chance at Pop Star.) LATEST CHAPTER: Falling Forward in Pinch Mania- Two more Ultimates have arrived. Rantaro remains calm;
Kaede is in fear. Language: English Words: 42,730 Chapters: 10/40 Kudos: 176 Bookmarks: 15 results: 4992 Light elapsed, darkness falls through dreamland, a restless being tormented in the darkness, a child of mysterious origin, and a girl endlessly searching for a fragment of hope. Will kirby can save his house and the galaxy from this new and fearier
than nightmare darkness. Part 1 of the Dark Matter Saga Language: English Words: 2,826 Chapters: 2/? Kudos: 7 Hits: 168 It's been a year since Void Termina was defeated by Kirby and his friends. Everyone in Pop Star had settled in peace again. After spending most of the year doing nothing, Kirby decides to take a week's long vacation in Patch Land, a
place he hadn't visited. Had. But upon his arrival he realizes that something seems... wrong with the atmosphere. Everyone seems gloomy, even if they smile when Kirby calls them. Especially Prince Fluff, who seems to find excuses not to talk to Kirby in the first few days. Nothing Kirby couldn't fix! Even if he still has a week's holiday!... Or several... (Aka, the
author's challenge to plan a story and write the first five chapters in a month) Language: English Words: 61,007 Chapters: 20/20 Kudos: 136 Bookmarks: 3 Hits: 2019 Kirby's always dreamed of the star-shaped planet, with two ethereal rings that circled it. He dreamed of the darkest, godlike world destroyers, of wishful clockwork stars. He doesn't know what to
make of it... but it doesn't matter. Here and now he is Hoshino Kirby, aspiring hero sidekick of Meta Knight, and apparently also a new transfer student in the class 2-A of the UA. [Kirby is an intern for Pro Hero Meta Knight, without a hero license. He must get one before the Heroes Association changes its mind and Jails Kirby for vigilance.] Language: English
Words: 14.980 Chapters: 3/? Kudos: 49 Bookmarks: 5 Hits: 652 After three hundred years of sir Meta Knight, his former mentor, Kirby is unexpectedly summoned to GSA headquarters. Language: English Words: 3,688 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 55 Bookmarks: 2 Hits: 345 Hyness's prayers have created a rift between dimensions, hoping that he can find a
suitable vessel to bring his beloved Dark Lord back to power. But the energies and beings inside should not be so deeply disturbed – and now they have gone berserk, ready to judge chaos over the entire Gamble galaxy. But is the depths of darkness still possible for enemies who know nothing but hatred? Can the Star Allies reach the happiest end despite
the challenges ahead? Whatever the case... Another dimension is waiting. Let's go, Star Allies! LATEST CHAPTER: What Matters the Most. As long as their hearts remained connected, it may be possible to swing another dimension. (An adaptation of the heroes of Kirby Star Allies in bonus mode of another dimension. Has massive spoilers for that game.
Recommended on TV Tropes!) Language: English Words: 105,346 Chapters: 5/7 Kudos: 145 Bookmarks: 12 Results: 6077 Kirby is Kirby. Hoshino Kirby, 16-year-old little kid, but also mini knight, Pro Hero Meta Knight's loyal sidekick. But when he is exposed as an illegal security guard because he does not have a hero's license, he panics. You've probably
guessed it by now, but the easiest way to get a license is to join a hero's school. With yours Achievements only make sense to place you in UA. Kirby doesn't know if to jump in or Pout. Language: English Words: 27,133 Chapters: 6/? Kudos: 177 Bookmarks: 24 Hits: 1785 Finally is the New Year. Kirby and Meta Knight talk about goals for 2020Note: I don't
own the characters, only the story Part 4 of Holidays/Special Days Part 6 of SSB: Shorts Language: English Words: 287 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 3 Hits: 136 Meta Knight is stuck in Kirby's house. Sexy shenanigans' ensue. Part 4 of The Horny Denizens of Dream Land Language: English Words: 1,169 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 14 Hits: 432 Kirby just finished an
adventure and rested on his house when chaos happened. The Halberd crashed into the nearby forest! Kirby and his girlfriend Bandanna De go to see what happened and find out what happened. To their surprise, they will find a little more. Or, someone more. Language: English Words: 3,499 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 18 Hits: 195 After the war against the
Jambastion magician, Kirby finally comes home for a nice and long break... Or so he thought. The day after, a strange spaceship crashes into Whispy Wood's forest! Lian, owner of the damaged ship, is only a precursor to the impending problems. Entangled with the unexpected, Kirby must find a way out! Language: English Words: 1,121 Chapters: 1/?
Kudos: 8 Hits: 187 It's Father's Day in Dreamland, and everyone is excited, and after learning from Tiff what's paternal, he sets out to find the perfect gift for his mentor and father figure. But between finding the perfect gift and letting go of Dedede yet another monster, will this Father's Day really be something to remember by in a good way, or in the worst
possible outcome? Language: English Words: 3.039 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 51 Bookmarks: 3 Hits: 497 Things starts to happen again in Cappy Town, as Kirby gets to the bottom of it. Language: English Words: 9,378 Chapters: 2/? Kudos: 15 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: 1055 It was Mother's Day for Twilight, but things turned the tables when her former best friend, who
is now rich, came to Mother's Day. Language: English Words: 1,666 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 1 Results: 58 Kirby parecéa estar muy feliz por algo que Meta Knight no entiende en lo m es ménimo. Part 8 of Ship-fics (Inktober 2018) Language: Spain Words: 328 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 5 Hits: 110 Kirby and Meta Knight are caught again by the princesses in battle.
So the girls have set a date when the puffballs hate. Language: English Words: 3,209 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 6 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: 240 It was 3 years since Kirby's teacher died. He still missed her. But then Meta Knight came up with an idea. Note: I don't own the characters, only the story Part 36 of Super Smash Bros: The Animated Series Part 12 of
SEASON 2 Language: English Words: Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 1 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: 112 It's Christmas time! All are happy, give gifts, sing songs and much more! But not everyone... Kirby has never heard Christmas... And Meta Knight hated Christmas. Will Kirby understand Christmas? And why does Meta Knight hate Christmas? Note: I do not own the
characters, only the story language: English Words: 6,541 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 2 Hits: 266 Today is Halloween in Smash, everyone is preparing for trick-or-treating, and always in costumes. But not for Meta Knight. Every year he kills people. But this time he wants Kirby to come along. But the rest disagree. Will Meta Knight get his special day or not?
Kirbyes POVNote: I don't own the characters or the game, just the story Language: English Words: 5,037 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 3 Hits: 203 Sometimes Kirby... Nothing holds, forever. Meta Knight said that when his eyes were on blue._________________________________________After Kirby told his friends about his trip to the world airport, he went to
Meta Knight's old camp Camp Warrior. Along the way, the memories returned after 8 years. Note: I do not own the characters or the game, only the story language: English Words: 2,981 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 3 Hits: 132 kau sudah berjanji padaku untuk selalu menjagaku, jadi bolehkah aku berjanji untuk selalu berada di sisimu? Language: Bahasa Indonesia
Words: 852 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 5 Results: 383 Meta Ritter and Kirby Take a Picnic on the Meadow in Smash BrosNein's POVNote: I don't own the characters or the game, Only the story language: English Words: 428 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 1 Bookmark: 1 Hits: 313 Kirby thought his family was the smallest, but when Kirby got a text from his father, his father
told him that Kirby has an uncle, no ordinary uncle, he is a star warrior like Meta Knight, but was kirby happy that he has an uncle? Kirby's POVNote: I don't own the characters or the game, only the story Part 16 of Super Smash Bros: The Animated Series Part 16 of SEASON 1 Language: English Words: 2,006 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 1 Hits: 197 197-year-old
Chrome, the handsome swordsman and father of Lucina, has a damper for 16-year-old King Marth. Chrom loves what Marth looks like, it all starts with a fight on the roofs of Marth's POVNote: I don't own the characters or the game, only the story Part 13 of Super Smash Bros: The Animated Series Part 13 of SEASON 1 Language: English Words: 2,014
Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 2 Hits: 265 Come all to Americas' Got Talent, Super Super Smash Bros version where your favorite character does talents like dancing, showing art, playing music, doing cool tricks, funny jokes, and more. Nobody's POVNote: I don't own the characters or the game, just the StoryPS: In Chapter 7 I should put pictures and a video, but I
don't know how to take pictures and a video on Archive Of Our Own, you can use them at Wattpad the story you read about is on Wattpad, thank you for listening. Part 12 of Super Smash Bros: The Animated Series Part 12 of SEASON 1 Language: English Words: 4,188 4,188 8/8 Kudos: 6 Bookmarks: 2 Hits: 218 Smash Bros is owned by the giant Twin
Hand Brothers, Master Hand and Crazy Hand, but Smashers didn't know that the hands have a father, an alcoholic father, they haven't seen their father since the hands were children, were the hand brothers happy to see their father after 15 years? Master Hand's POVNote: I don't own the characters or the game, just the story Part 9 of Super Smash Bros:
The Animated Series Part 9 of SEASON 1 Language: English Words: 2,371 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 1 Hits: 1Hits: 147 Kirby wants to know what a blowjob is after finding a red jewel for Meta Knighte's sword, so Meta Reads Blowjob. Meanwhile, Dark Pit forces Pit to give him the longest, gayest blowjob of all time. Meta Knight's POV and Dark Pit's POVNote: I
don't own the characters or the game, only the story Part 8 of Super Smash Bros: The Animated Series Part 8 of SEASON 1 Language: English Words: 1,509 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 12 Hits: 1110 Kirby is a single child (Hermaphrodite) and was once a lonely child, Those who overprotected, had Russian parents who were bullied at school, finished school,
never had friends at the age of 9, once had a favorite teacher, did tasks, went into sours and did home school work with his mother Twilight. But everything changed when his mother got a letter from a place called Super Smash Bros, they wanted Kirby to live at Super Smash Bros, but why? Why would a lonely child want to go to a place with more people and
more creatures there? Kirby has a lot to learn about the importance of friends. he will meet, hit, fight, and a grown man loves the 12-year-old child. Will Kirby ever be happy in his new home? Kirby's POV and some others' POVNote: I do not own the characters or the game, only the story Language: English Words: 41,353 Chapter: 69/69 Kudos: 32
Bookmarks: 2 Hits: 1256 1256
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